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Abstract
Deep learning has shown great potential for mod-
eling the physical dynamics of complex particle
systems such as fluids. Existing approaches, how-
ever, require the supervision of consecutive par-
ticle properties, including positions and veloci-
ties. In this paper, we consider a partially observ-
able scenario known as fluid dynamics grounding,
that is, inferring the state transitions and interac-
tions within the fluid particle systems from se-
quential visual observations of the fluid surface.
We propose a differentiable two-stage network
named NeuroFluid. Our approach consists of (i)
a particle-driven neural renderer, which involves
fluid physical properties into the volume render-
ing function, and (ii) a particle transition model
optimized to reduce the differences between the
rendered and the observed images. NeuroFluid
provides the first solution to unsupervised learn-
ing of particle-based fluid dynamics by training
these two models jointly. It is shown to reason-
ably estimate the underlying physics of fluids with
different initial shapes, viscosity, and densities.

1. Introduction
Intuitive physics or intuitive physical inference is a research
area that gathers a lot of interest in the machine learning
community. Recent methods mainly focus on building neu-
ral models to reason about stability, collisions, forces, and
velocities from images or videos (Battaglia et al., 2013; Wu
et al., 2017a). In this paper, we explore a new problem in in-
tuitive physics, namely fluid dynamics grounding, defined as
inferring the physical dynamics of fluids from a sequence of
2D visual observations collected from a sparse set of views.
As shown in Figure 1, to understand the underlying physics,
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Figure 1. Fluid dynamics grounding is to reason about the under-
lying physical dynamics in fluid particle systems from sequential
visual observations. We propose NeuroFluid, the first fully differ-
entiable solution to this problem, in which a key component is the
particle-driven neural renderer named PhysNeRF.

the key is to solve the inverse problem of synthesizing the
visual scenes. A typical forward modeling process includes
two steps: fluid simulation and dynamic scene rendering.

Despite recent progress in learning particle-based fluid sim-
ulators (Li et al., 2018b; Ummenhofer et al., 2019; Kim
et al., 2019; Sanchez-Gonzalez et al., 2020), it remains an
open question whether neural networks can infer fluid dy-
namics directly from observed images, since all existing
work requires engineered simulators to provide consecutive
particle locations as training data. To answer this question,
we propose NeuroFluid, the first fully differentiable solution
to fluid dynamics grounding. The key idea is to link particle-
based fluid simulation with particle-driven neural rendering
in an end-to-end trainable framework, such that the two net-
works can be jointly optimized to obtain reasonable particle
representations between them.

However, since we generally do not have any prior knowl-
edge of the physical properties of the fluid in this intuitive
physics setup, it is difficult to impose learning constraints on
the particle representations directly. Therefore, to keep fluid
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dynamics grounding from an undesirable trivial solution to
“de-rendering” the visual observations, we propose Phys-
NeRF, a neural renderer in forms of a particle-driven and
geometry-dependent neural radiance field (NeRF). It takes
as input the estimated particles and calculates their geomet-
ric relations with the naı̈ve sampling points of NeRF that
emit view-dependent radiance. We use PhysNeRF as a key
component of NeuroFluid to allow grounding non-trivial
physical dynamics from visual observations.

NeuroFluid is evaluated on dynamic scenes of fluids with
different initial shapes, viscosity, and densities. It achieves
competitive results in the accuracy of particle state inference
and the quality of novel view synthesis and future rollouts.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We present and explore a new research field in intuitive
physics, which we refer to as fluid dynamics grounding.

• We propose NeuroFluid, the first differentiable model that
attempts to understand the fluid dynamics by solving the
inverse problem of synthesizing the visual scenes.

• We propose PhysNeRF, which allows for joint optimiza-
tion of dynamics propagation and rendering by geometri-
cally correlating fluid particles with neural radiance fields.

Code and video demonstrations are available at https:
//syguan96.github.io/NeuroFluid.

2. Problem Formulation
We solve the problem of grounding the physical dynamics
of particle-based fluid systems from a sequence of visual
observations {Idt }t=1:T collected from a sparse set of views
{d}. The dynamics can be represented by a particle state
transition model Tθ. Given the initial particles state s0, Tθ
estimates the transitions of particle states from st to st+1

with probability p(st+1|st; θ). Unlike existing learning-
based fluid simulators (Li et al., 2018b; Mrowca et al., 2018;
Sanchez-Gonzalez et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Schenck &
Fox, 2018; Ummenhofer et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019), in
our problem setup, the parameters θ CANNOT be optimized
with ground-truth particle states.

Instead, we receive a new observation Idt+1 that can be used
to solve the inverse graphics problem of particle-based fluid
rendering, that is, to analyze the underlying physical prop-
erties of visual scenes by learning a differentiable renderer
Rϕ to synthesize them. The forward modeling process of
fluid dynamics grounding can be formulated as:

st+1 ← Tθ(st),

Îdt+1 ← Rϕ(st+1,d),
(1)

where Îdt+1 is the synthesized image at time (t + 1) with
view direction d. The main objective of fluid dynamics

grounding is to obtain optimal θ∗ and ϕ∗ that can maximize
the log-likelihood function of the observed images:

argmax
θ,ϕ

∑
t,d

log
(
p(Idt+1|st+1,d;ϕ) p(st+1|st; θ)

)
. (2)

We evaluate Tθ by (i) measuring the distance between the
optimized particle positions {P̂ t}1:T and the true positions
{P t}1:T . Further, it can be partly assessed through forward
modeling of (ii) novel view synthesis and (iii) rolling-out
Tθ iteratively to predict multiple steps into the future.

3. NeuroFluid
In this section, we present the details of NeuroFluid, which
is an optimization-based approach that understands fluid
physics by learning to synthesize sequences of visual ob-
servations. The overall framework in the forward modeling
phase includes two steps: fluid simulation and dynamic
scene rendering (see Figure 1). They are in form of neural
networks parametrized by θ and ϕ respectively.

In Section 3.1, we first describe the particle-based represen-
tations that connect fluid dynamics modeling with neural
rendering and then describe the particle-based dynamics
modeling approach in NeuroFluid. In Section 3.2, we revisit
the rendering principles of NeRF and present the particle-
driven neural radiance fields that are specifically designed
for fluid dynamic scenes. In Section 3.3, we discuss the
optimization procedure of NeuroFluid, which is the key to
solving the inverse problem of rendering the physical scenes.
Notably, NeuroFluid is the first fully differentiable model
for fluid dynamics grounding.

3.1. Particle-Based Dynamics Modeling

Why particle-based representations? Particle-based rep-
resentations facilitate fluid dynamics grounding. Fluid rep-
resentation techniques have been fully explored in previous
literature (Ummenhofer et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019), in
which the particle-based approaches have the advantage
of simulating complex fluid dynamics by modeling the in-
teractions of a group of particles. Another advantage of
particle-based representations is that they can easily back-
propagate gradients, and they are therefore widely used in
differentiable fluid simulators.

These properties make the particle-based representations
particularly suitable for our optimization-based dynamics
grounding approach: First, in the forward modeling pro-
cess, they can intuitively reflect fluid dynamics and 3D
geometries, and thus effectively drive the subsequent neural
renderer. Second, during the optimization process, the par-
ticles estimated by the state transition model (Tθ) receive
the gradients generated by the error of the rendering results,
allowing Tθ to gradually approach the real fluid dynamics.

https://syguan96.github.io/NeuroFluid
https://syguan96.github.io/NeuroFluid
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In practice, we explicitly specify the particle states st in
Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) as the particle positions P t and velocities
V t over the entire particle set.

Particle transition model. In forward modeling, the parti-
cle transition model Tθ learns the movement and interactions
of particles between consecutive time steps. Starting with
the initial particle states (P 0,V 0), which are known during
training and testing phases, it roll-outs over time to estimate
a sequence of particle states {(P t,V t)}1:T . At each time
step, (P t,V t) represent the underlying geometric informa-
tion of the fluid; They are then fed into a particle-driven
neural renderer to synthesize view-dependent images. A
well-performed particle transition model can effectively pre-
dict multiple time steps into the future beyond the observed
time scope during training time.

It is worth noting that, NeuroFluid does not have special
requirements for the transition model, in the sense that any
particle-based fluid simulation network can plug and play
in our framework as the particle transition model. With-
out loss of generality, we here use a state-of-the-art dif-
ferentiable fluid simulator named Deep Lagrangian Fluids
(DLF) (Ummenhofer et al., 2019). It leverages an improved
convolutional operator to capture the physical relations be-
tween the particles in small neighborhoods of 3D space,
thus achieving a compromise between prediction accuracy
and computational efficiency.

Due to the lack of ground-truth {(P t,V t)}1:T , the key
challenge in dynamics grounding is to find an appropriate
way to supervise Tθ such that it can intuitively approximate
the physical dynamics of the fluid. This appropriate way, in
our case, is the particle-driven neural radiance fields.

3.2. Particle-Driven Neural Radiance Fields

Revisiting NeRF. In the conventional approach of neural
radiance fields (NeRF) (Mildenhall et al., 2020), the color of
each pixel on the rendered image is decided in the following
steps. First, a ray is emitted from the camera location o
along the view direction d, which can be denoted by r =
o+ nd. Then, N points with 3D coordinates {xi}1:N are
sampled along r between the near and far bounds of the
physical scene. Next, a multilayer perceptron (MLP) is
trained to map (xi,d) to the intrinsic volume density σ(xi)
and the view-dependent emitted color c(xi,d). Finally,
the RGB value C(r) is decided using a classic volume
rendering function (Kajiya & Von Herzen, 1984):

C(r) =

N∑
i=1

Ti

(
1− exp

(
− σ(xi)δi

))
c(xi,d),

Ti = exp

− i−1∑
j=1

σ(xj)δj

 ,

(3)

where δj = ∥xj+1 − xj∥2 is the interval between two
adjacent sampling points. Note that the positional encoding
and hierarchical sampling strategy are omitted for brevity.
In our work, C(r) is represented as Idt (u, v), where (u, v)
is the interaction between the ray and the image plane.

PhysNeRF: Linking particles with radiance fields. We
consider how fluid particles are associated with the radiance
field in neural rendering. The motivation is that a reason-
able design of the renderer that conforms to physics can
intuitively facilitate grounding fluid dynamics through joint
optimization of particle transition and neural rendering.

One hint is that the volume rendering result along a given
ray is closely related to the geometric distribution of its
neighboring physical particles. In extreme cases, the fewer
particles around the ray, the closer the accumulated color
I(u, v) is to the background color. We propose PhysNeRF
based on this assumption. Given a sampling point at x,
PhysNeRF first conducts ball query (Qi et al., 2017) to
search its neighboring fluid particles P x ∈ P t:

P x = S(∥pi − x∥2, rs), (4)

where pi refers to the i-th particle in P t, produced by Tθ
at time step t, and rs is the search radius. In line with the
particle transition model from (Ummenhofer et al., 2019),
we set rs = 9 · rp, where rp is radius of the fluid particle.
Furthermore, we assume that both the view-independent vol-
ume density and view-dependent color of the sampling point
should be dependent on the geometric properties P x in its
3D neighborhood. Therefore, we parameterize P x to view-
independent encoding ex and view-dependent encoding ed
that can be written as follows:

(ex, ed) = E(P x,x), (5)

where E(·) refers to the parameterization operators, which
will be described later. Finally, we train an MLP network,
denoted by Rϕ, to map the compositional inputs (ex, ed)
and (xi,d) to volume density and emitted color. The render-
ing mechanism of PhysNeRF can be formulated as follows:(

σ(x, ex), c(x, ex,d, ed)
)
= Rϕ(x,d, ex, ed). (6)

Notably, the parameters of the MLP are shared at different
time steps throughout the dynamic scene. With a fixed
viewpoint, the differences in the rendering results are only
determined by the geometric distribution of P t. It is the
unique property of PhysNeRF that makes it different from
all existing NeRF-based neural renderers.

Neighborhood encoding in PhysNeRF. We here in-
troduce how to encode the neighboring particles P x to
(ex, ed). As shown in Figure 2, we first define pc as the
weighted average position over P x:

pc =
1

K

∑
i

wipi, pi ∈ P x, (7)
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Figure 2. Overview of PhysNeRF, a key component in NeuroFluid. Left: In PhysNeRF, the physical properties of fluid particles are
involved in the radiance fields through the proposed neighborhood encoding scheme. Right: PhysNeRF employs view-independent
particle encoding ex and view-dependent particle encoding ed to estimate the volume density σ and the emitted color c.

where K is the number of neighboring particles. We use wi

to indicate the contribution weight of each particle to form
the fictitious center particle, which is calculated by

wi = max
(
1−

(∥li∥2
rs

)3
, 0
)
, (8)

where li = pi − x is the local vector from the sampling
point x to particle pi. Intuitively, wi describes the fact
that the closer pi is to the sampling point x, the greater
its contribution to the rendering result at x. Having the
fictitious center particle pc, we calculate the normalized
view direction from the camera location o to pc, which is
an importance reference direction for network to infer ray
refraction and reflection, as dc = (pc − o)/∥pc − o∥2.

To infer the volume density σ at x, a straightforward idea
is to use the number of particles in P x as a closely related
physical condition. Nevertheless, to avoid optimizing a
discrete variable, we define a soft version of the particle
density around x by calculating σp =

∑
i wi. It meets the

fact that the closer of pi is to sampling point x, the less
likely the ray is to pass through x.

Although P x is searched by an isotropic sphere, the actual
particle distribution within it is an-isotropic. Partly inspired
by the work from Biedert et al. (2018), we calculate a radial
vector to represent the deformation in the particle set:

vD =
1

K

∑
i

∥∥li − 1

K

∑
i

li
∥∥
2
. (9)

Finally, we take into account all of the above physical quan-
tities and derive the view-independent encoding and the
view-dependent encoding as

ex =
(
Γ(pc),Γ(σp),Γ(vD)

)
, ed = Γ(dc), (10)

where Γ(·) refers to the positional encoding functions in
NeRF (Mildenhall et al., 2020).

3.3. Optimizing NeuroFluid

Similar to NeRF, at a specific time step, we use the mean
squared error to constrain the rendering result:

L(Îdt , Idt ) =
∑
u,v

∥∥Îdt (u, v)− Idt (u, v)
∥∥2
2
, (11)

where Idt (u, v) is typically represented as C(r) in NeRF.

Since we generally do not have any prior knowledge of
the physical properties of the fluid, we can hardly impose
further constraints on particle states. Under these circum-
stances, jointly training Tθ andRϕ from a cold start makes
the optimization prone to collapse to some undesirable local
minima. Therefore, we first warm-up PhysNeRF on the ini-
tial fluid scene with a sparse set of Nd views conditioned on
(P 0,V 0) to obtain an effective initialization of the renderer.
The objective function in the warm-up phase is

minimize
ϕ

∑
d

L(Îd0 , Id0 ;P 0,V 0, ϕ). (12)

After warming-up PhysNeRF, it roughly learns the corre-
lation between view-dependent observations and particle
geometries, we then jointly train Tθ andRϕ on {Idt }t=1:T ,
collected from a static camera with a fixed direction of d.
The objective function in this end-to-end training phase is

minimize
θ,ϕ

T∑
t=1

L(Îdt , Idt ;P 0,V 0, θ, ϕ). (13)

Implementation and training details. The model archi-
tecture of PhysNeRF is the same as NeRF, except that it
takes as input (ex, ed). We adopt the hierarchical sampling
strategy to sample 64 points coarsely and then sample 128
points finely along each ray. The positional encoding pa-
rameters for ex and ed are the same as those for x and d.
NeuroFluid are trained with the Adam optimizer (Kingma
& Ba, 2015). In the warm-up phase of Rϕ, it is trained
for 100k steps with an initial learning rate of 5e−4, which
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Table 1. Typical geometric and physical properties of fluids on the evaluation benchmarks, which are closely related to the simulation and
rendering of dynamic scenes. On “WaterBunny”, we evaluate the generalization ability of PhysNeRF to novel particle distributions.

BENCHMARK INITIAL SHAPE MATERIAL VISCOSITY DENSITY (KG/M3)

HONEYCONE CONE PRINCIPLED BSDF 0.8 1420
WATERCUBE CUBE GLASS BSDF 0.08 1000
WATERSPHERE SPHERE GLASS BSDF 0.08 1000

WATERBUNNY STANFORDBUNNY GLASS BSDF 0.08 1000

is then exponentially decayed with γ = 0.1. In the joint
training phase, the entire model is trained for 500k steps.
The initial learning rate of Tθ and Rϕ are set to 1e−6 and
5e−4 respectively. The learning rate of Tθ is decayed by 0.5
after 10k, 30k, 50k, 100k, and 300k steps. That of Rϕ is
decayed by 0.5 after 10k, 75k, and 150k steps. To ease the
convergence, we initialize Tθ with the released DLF model
that is pre-trained on other benchmarks. The resolution of
the observed image is 400× 400.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup

The effect of fluid dynamics grounding is evaluated from
three aspects: distances between the grounded and true
particle positions (Section 4.2), distances between the pre-
dicted particles and the ground truth in a future time horizon
(Section 4.3), and the quality of novel view synthesis (Sec-
tion 4.4).

Benchmarks. We train NeuroFluid on visual observations
of fluids generated by DFSPH (Bender & Koschier, 2015)
and Blender (Community, 2018). DFSPH is a particle-based
physics engine that can simulate complex fluid dynamics.
Blender is used to render the simulated particles with differ-
ent materials to produce high-fidelity and realistic images.
We generate four benchmarks named “HoneyCone”, “Wa-
terCube”, “WaterSphere”, and “WaterBunny”. We simulate
the fluid dynamics falling inside a cube box for 60 time
steps. As shown in Table 1, different benchmarks vary in
the initial shape, material, viscosity, and density of the fluid.
For HoneyCone, WaterCube, and WaterSphere, we use the
visual observations during the first 50 time steps as the train-
ing data. In particular, we use WaterBunny to evaluate the
generalization ability of PhysNeRF, which is pre-trained on
the first three benchmarks and evaluated on novel particle
distributions of StanfordBunny for image synthesis.

Evaluation metrics. Following existing fluid simulation
approaches (Ummenhofer et al., 2019), we use the Eu-
clidean distance to measure the performance of particle
grounding and future prediction, which is calculated by
d = 1

N

∑N
i=1 minpi∈P t ∥pi − p̃i∥2, where P t is the set

of estimated particles at a specific time step, and p̃i is the

ground-truth particle position for pi. To evaluate the qual-
ity of novel view synthesis, we follow the original NeRF
(Mildenhall et al., 2020) to use PSNR, SSIM (Wang et al.,
2004), and LPIPS (Zhang et al., 2018) as the metrics. Higher
PSNR and SSIM values and a lower LPIPS indicate better
rendering of fluid scenes.

Compared methods for particle grounding and future
prediction. Since NeuroFluid is a pilot study for inferring
fluid dynamics from visual observations alone, it is diffi-
cult to make a completely fair comparison with existing
approaches. Therefore, we make a compromise by compar-
ing it with two baseline models for fluid simulation. Like
the particle transition model in NeuroFluid, they follow the
same DLF architecture (Ummenhofer et al., 2019). Given
the initial particle positions and velocities, DLF uses a con-
tinuous convolution network that is performed in 3D space
to simulate the particle transitions. However, theses two
baseline models are pre-trained in different scenarios:

• DLF: This model has the same network parameters as
the initialization of the particle transition model in Neu-
roFluid. It is well-trained on the benchmarks used in
(Ummenhofer et al., 2019), supervised with true particle
positions. Although DLF has shown the generalization
ability to a wide variety of fluid shapes, materials, and
environments, in NeuroFluid, it can be further improved
by learning from visual observations of the fluid surface.

• DLF†: To provide DLF with stronger supervisions, we
finetune the above DLF model with true particle states
on the evaluation benchmarks in Table 1. The finetuning
stage lasts for 50 epochs with a learning rate of 1e−6.

Note that although VGPL (Li et al., 2020) can also infer
particles positions from visual observation, it requires a
well-trained and fixed particle transition model. In other
words, unlike NeuroFluid, the goal of VGPL is not to learn
the underlying dynamics from the observed fluid scenes.

Compared methods for novel view synthesis. To demon-
strate that NeuroFluid obtains excellent rendering effects
for fluid scenes by explicitly considering the particle distri-
butions, we compare it with the NeRF-based approaches,
including D-NeRF (Pumarola et al., 2021), NeRF-T, and the
3D-aware fluid renderer from Li et al. (2022):
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Table 2. Quantitative results on the errors of fluid dynamics grounding (t < 50) and prediction (50 ≤ t < 60), which are calculated
between the grounded/predicted particle positions and the ground truth provided by the fluid simulator (lower is better). For DLF†, the
transition model is finetuned on the testing benchmarks in a fully supervised way, that is, using true particle positions at t < 50.

METHOD
WATERCUBE WATERSPHERE HONEYCONE

GROUNDING PREDICTION GROUNDING PREDICTION GROUNDING PREDICTION
dAVG
t<50 dt=49 dAVG

t≥50 dt=59 dAVG
t<50 dt=49 dAVG

t≥50 dt=59 dAVG
t<50 dt=49 dAVG

t≥50 dt=59

DLF 32.3 48.3 47.4 46.2 32.2 47.6 48.1 45.9 61.5 83.5 69.7 57.8
NEUROFLUID 28.8 34.9 35.5 36.7 31.1 31.5 30.7 30.4 30.9 47.5 54.2 58.2

DLF† 28.1 28.1 30.9 34.4 30.0 28.5 30.0 31.8 34.3 66.1 72.6 77.6

T=5 T=15 T=25 T=35 T=45 T=55 T=59
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Grounding Prediction

Figure 3. Qualitative results of fluid dynamics grounding the future dynamics prediction. From the top to bottom, we visualize ground-truth
particles, particles predicted by DLF, and particles grounded/predicted by NeuroFluid.

• NeRF: It represents a static scene as 5D radiance fields
of locations and view directions.

• D-NeRF: It extends NeRF to dynamic scenes with a defor-
mation network that estimates 3D transitions Ψ : (x, t)→
∆x in a canonical space. Same as their setting, we ran-
domly select one view from four views at every time step.
The candidate views are the same as those used in the
warm-up training stage.

• NeRF-T: Referring to D-NeRF, NeRF can be extended
on dynamic scenes represented with an additional time
input, deriving a 6D radiance field of (x,d, t).

• 3D-aware fluid renderer: Li et al. (2022) used an image
encoder to learn latent fluid states, and fed the latent states
to a NeRF to render the fluid surface. Unlike NeuroFluid,
it is not based on the particles. Besides, it learns the
dynamics model and the NeRF-based renderer separately.

We take 4 views for the training data, which are also
involved in the warm-up training stage of PhysNeRF.

4.2. Performance on Fluid Dynamics Grounding

We compare NeuroFluid for particle dynamics grounding
with DLF and DLF†, which have the same architecture as
the transition model in NeuroFluid but are trained under the
supervision of ground-truth particles. We evaluate: (i) the
averaged Euclidean distance of the estimated particles to
ground truth during the observation period (i.e., dAVG

t<50), (ii)
the end-point particle distance at t = 49. All models are fed
with true particle positions and velocities at t = 0.

From Table 2, we can see that NeuroFluid consistently
performs better than DLF on all benchmarks, indicating
that it effectively exploits visual observations to improve
the accuracy of fluid dynamics grounding. Besides, since
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Figure 4. Novel view synthesis on WaterCube. The first row shows the reference image sequence provided by the Blender renderer. The
synthesized images of NeuroFluid better preserve the fluid dynamics and fine details of the fluid surface. This indicates that PhysNeRF
can effectively incorporate the geometry of fluid particles.

Table 3. Quantitative results of novel view synthesis averaged over the observation period (t ∈ [0, 49]).

METHOD
WATERCUBE WATERSPHERE HONEYCONE

PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓
NERF 21.36 0.90 0.31 19.61 0.81 0.39 23.33 0.92 0.22
NERF-T 24.04 0.90 0.26 21.58 0.89 0.35 23.95 0.92 0.22
D-NERF 30.08 0.93 0.16 28.80 0.92 0.21 31.02 0.95 0.13
LI ET AL. (2022) 26.13 0.93 0.15 21.81 0.89 0.35 15.88 0.87 0.36
NEUROFLUID 30.76 0.95 0.09 33.24 0.96 0.10 37.82 0.99 0.05

DLF† is trained with ground-truth particle positions right on
the evaluation benchmarks, it is reasonable to obtain accu-
rate estimations of particle positions. Even so, NeuroFluid
achieves comparable results with DLF†, especially in dAVG

t<50.
In particular, NeuroFluid significantly outperforms DLF† on
HoneyCone, whose viscosity is much lower than the train-
ing data of the pre-trained DLF model. This verifies that
NeuroFluid with the visual supervision can better adapt to
the changes of fluid physical properties. Figure 3 provides
the corresponding visualization of the grounded particles,
from which we can observe that NeuroFluid learns more
reasonable fluid dynamics than DLF.

4.3. Performance on Future Prediction

To study whether the transition model has learned intrinsic
physical transition principles, we conduct forward predic-
tion for the next 10 time steps. Same as above, in Table 2,
we compute the averaged Euclidean distance to future true
particle positions (dAVG

t≥50) and the end-point distance (dt=59).
Overall, the predicted fluid dynamics of NeuroFluid is more

accurate than DLF. On WaterCube and WaterSphere, DLF†

performs slightly better than NeuroFluid. On HoneyCone,
however, the predicted particles of DLF† diverge the most
from the ground truth. A possible reason is that DLF† is
prone to overfit the training particle dynamics in the obser-
vation period, being supervised by true particle states.

4.4. Performance on Novel View Synthesis

In Figure 4, we study PhysNeRF for novel view synthesis
results at the observed time steps. Being fed with time-
independent input, NeRF produces images that are static
and blurry. Other compared methods can synthesize im-
ages with time-varying texture by simply encoding time
index as input (NeRF-T), learning spatial deformation field
(D-NeRF), or learning temporal latent representations (Li
et al., 2022). However, the artifacts of blurry textures and
3D geometry still exist. In contrast, NeuroFluid synthesizes
photo-realistic images in novel views, as the neighborhood
encoding scheme introduces particle-based physical guid-
ance. The rendered images show fine details of the fluid
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Table 4. Quality of image rendering for the next 10 time steps (t ∈ [50, 59]).

METHOD
WATERCUBE WATERSPHERE HONEYCONE

PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓
NERF 21.46 0.90 0.30 18.75 0.80 0.39 20.65 0.91 0.23
NERF-T 24.06 0.89 0.27 20.67 0.87 0.40 21.37 0.90 0.23
D-NERF 27.28 0.92 0.17 26.95 0.90 0.22 23.25 0.92 0.16
LI ET AL. (2022) 26.96 0.93 0.15 21.22 0.89 0.35 16.09 0.87 0.35
NEUROFLUID 28.50 0.93 0.13 28.69 0.93 0.14 29.69 0.96 0.09

Table 5. Experiments on WaterCube with unknown initial particle states and ablation studies of neighborhood encoding (Rows 3-6).

MODEL
GROUNDING PREDICTION NOVEL VIEW SYNTHESIS

dAVG
t<50 dt=49 dAVG

t≥50 dt=59 PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓
FULL MODEL 28.8 34.9 35.5 36.7 30.76 0.95 0.09
UNKNOWN INITIAL PARTICLE POSITIONS 35.6 27.2 26.6 26.3 29.21 0.94 0.12
w/o FICTITIOUS PARTICLES CENTER (pc) 37.2 40.7 41.3 42.9 28.41 0.94 0.12
w/o SPHERE DENSITY (σp) 31.2 37.9 39.3 39.4 29.65 0.95 0.10
w/o DEFORMATION VECTOR (vD) 33.0 38.1 40.5 42.1 28.91 0.95 0.11
w/o PARTICLE-RELATIVE DIRECTION (dc) 32.2 39.8 43.9 47.0 29.56 0.95 0.10

surface (e.g., droplets), and are highly consistent with the
fluid dynamics of the reference sequence.

Table 3 gives the quantitative results of novel view synthesis,
where NeuroFluid outperforms the compared neural render-
ers significantly in all metrics, especially in LPIPS, which
is more in line with human perception (Zhang et al., 2018).

In Table 4, NeuroFluid also performs best in image syn-
thesis over a short snippet of future time horizon. This, in
turn, validates the effectiveness of NeuroFluid in learning
rational fluid dynamics, thus benefiting the prediction of
future particle states.

4.5. Model Analysis

Unknown initial particle positions. In previous experi-
ments, we use ground-truth particle states at the initial time
step (t = 0). Here we investigate what if NeuroFluid is fed
with estimated initial positions of the fluid particles. Specif-
ically, we estimate the initial positions as follows. First, we
train an original NeRF model at the initial time step using
the sparse views in the warm-up stage. Second, we extract
meshes from the results using the Marching Cube method.
Third, we sample particles in the volume surrounded by the
meshes as the initial particles of NeuroFluid. From Table 5,
we can observe that even without the ground-truth initial
particle positions, NeuroFluid can produce decent results in
dynamics grounding, prediction, and novel view synthesis.

Ablation studies on neighborhood encoding. To verify
the effectiveness of the neighborhood encoding scheme, we
experiment with different variants of NeuroFluid by remov-
ing each component in PhysNeRF. In Table 5 (Rows 3-6),
we report the performance of fluid dynamics grounding, fu-

T=10 T=20 T=40

Figure 5. Results of PhysNeRF conditioned on true particle posi-
tions of novel scenes (WaterBunny), showing effective rendering
of details in lighting and fluid geometry.

ture prediction, and novel view synthesis on WaterCube. As
shown, the full neighborhood encoding scheme outperforms
all these baseline models, especially in dynamics grounding
and prediction. These results illustrate that the proposed rep-
resentations of fictitious particle center (pc), sphere density
(σp), deformation (vD), and particle-relative direction (dc)
are all essential for NeuroFluid.

Rendering novel fluid scenes. One contribution of Phys-
NeRF is to use neighborhood encoding to correlate the parti-
cles with the neural radiance field. To verify that PhysNeRF
can effectively respond to different particle-based geome-
tries, we use a pre-trained PhysNeRF to render a novel fluid
scene with a new initial shape of water, i.e., Stanford Bunny.
It is worth noting that the PhysNeRF is trained on other
benchmarks of water scenes with different initial shapes of
cubes, spheres, and cones. As shown in Figure 5, when fed
with the ground-truth particles of WaterBunny, PhysNeRF
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Table 6. Influence of image resolution for the joint training phase.
All models are trained for 100k steps on WaterCube. The proposed
NeuroFluid receives 400× 400px images during training.

IMAGE RES. GROUNDING PREDICTION
dAVG
t<50 dt=49 dAVG

t≥50 dt=59

200× 200 PX 29.2 35.9 37.2 37.0
400× 400 PX 29.0 35.1 36.2 36.0
800× 800 PX 29.0 34.5 36.0 36.0

renders the water surface with high fidelity, showing the
generalization ability to unseen fluid shapes. Because of
this, PhysNeRF can effectively drive the entire model to
reason about fluid dynamics in end-to-end optimization.

The resolution of observed images. The proposed Neu-
roFluid receives 400×400px images in the training stage. In
Table 6, we show the influence of changing the size of visual
observations. It is important to note that the higher resolu-
tion can slightly improve the results of dynamics grounding
and future prediction, while we can still obtain reasonable
results using lower resolution images.

5. Related Work
Intuitive physics. Recent work in intuitive physics and
inverse graphics has attempted to build neural models that
can reason about 3D structures, stability, collisions, forces,
and velocities from images or videos (Battaglia et al., 2013;
Wu et al., 2017a;b; Nguyen-Phuoc et al., 2018; Han et al.,
2020; Chen et al., 2021). The most relevant work to fluid
dynamics grounding is (Li et al., 2022). The difference,
however, is that the model learns fluid dynamics on latent
states encoded from visual observations, whereas our model
infers the fluid dynamics in explicit particle space.

Particle-based fluid simulation. Fluid simulation is a
long-standing research field in computer graphics and re-
lated scientific areas (Chorin, 1968; Stam, 1999; Chentanez
& Müller, 2013; Sulsky et al., 1995; Zhu & Bridson, 2005;
Stomakhin et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2015; Fang et al., 2020).
Particle-based methods represent fluid dynamics through
the interactions of a group of particles (Monaghan, 1992;
Müller et al., 2003; Price, 2012). They can naturally simu-
late complex collisions and be easily integrated into interac-
tive physical environments (Müller et al., 2003; Amada et al.,
2004) and differentiable simulators (Hu et al., 2019; Holl
et al., 2020). Learning fluid simulators from data greatly
improves the efficiency of predicting complex fluid dynam-
ics (Müller et al., 1999; Poloni et al., 2000; Ladickỳ et al.,
2015). Recent advances in deep learning typically use graph
networks (Li et al., 2018b; Mrowca et al., 2018; Sanchez-
Gonzalez et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020) or modified convolu-
tion operators (Schenck & Fox, 2018; Ummenhofer et al.,

2019; Kim et al., 2019) to simulate particle state transitions
and interactions in local neighborhoods. However, these
models need to be trained with consecutive true particle
states, rather than reasoning about fluid dynamics directly
from observed images, as NeuroFluid does.

Differentiable rendering. Our fluid renderer is designed
on top of Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF) (Mildenhall et al.,
2020), a technique that represents 3D scenes as learnable
continuous functions. Different from other neural renderers,
including mesh-based rasterizators (Loper & Black, 2014;
Kato et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019) and ray tracers (Li et al.,
2018a), we find that NeRF is more compatible with particle-
based fluid representations. Existing approaches extend
NeRF to deformed scenes with strong inductive biases of
canonical displacement (Pumarola et al., 2021; Park et al.,
2021), scene flow warping (Li et al., 2021), or even 3D
human meshes and poses (Peng et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021;
Su et al., 2021), which do not perfectly match the geometric
properties of particle systems. In contrast, PhysNeRF is a
particle-driven neural renderer and thus can facilitate fluid
dynamics grounding through end-to-end optimization.

6. Conclusions and Future Directions
We studied a new research problem named fluid dynamics
grounding, in which models are learned to reason about
the underlying physical dynamics of the particle systems
of fluids from sequential visual observations. We proposed
NeuroFluid, a differentiable deep learning framework that
learns the 3D structures and physical dynamics of fluids by
connecting particle-based dynamics modeling and particle-
driven neural rendering. The renderer learns to consider
the geometric properties of fluid particles in volume render-
ing functions. It back-propagates the reconstruction errors
between the synthesized and the observed images, thus al-
lowing the transition model in NeuroFluid to ground phys-
ical dynamics from visual observations. NeuroFluid was
evaluated on tasks of fluid dynamics grounding, novel view
synthesis, and future dynamics prediction.

NeuroFluid still has some limitations that need to be further
addressed in future work. One is that it requires initial
particle velocities. Further discussion is needed on how
to estimate initial velocities or find a way to bypass this
requirement. Another issue is how to reduce the cumulative
error of particle transitions, which may require defining
effective physics-informed constraints in particle space.
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